Sefia needs answers: who killed her father, who kidnapped her aunt, and
what's so important about a rectangular object that people are willing to
kill for it? To find out these answers she will travel across several
countries, save a boy from vigilantes, and join a group of pirates
searching for lost treasure.

Jessamy, raised in a patriarchal society, defies tradition to become a Five,
one who competes in a multilevel dangerous competition. When another
Patron brings down Jes's family, her mother and sisters' lives are forfeit,
and Jes must figure out how to save them.

Charlie's pain is written where everyone can see, in the scars that
criss-cross her body, put there by her own hand. Can Charlie stop
herself before she cuts too deep?

The story is set in 1970s Alaska and told from the perspective of four
teenagers learning how to cope with dysfunction and save each other.

Son of Sam is loose in 1977 NYC, and even though that makes Nora uneasy,
she has her own monster to deal with-- her brother.

Two teen girls, one living in a secret, scientific research institute, and the
other a daughter of a prominent family, tell their stories. Eventually, their
paths cross and they come to some shocking revelations!

When she's not working at her family's store or restaurant on the
island of Moloka'i, seventeen year old Rani Patel is at home studying
to be a doctor. What people don't know is that she's more than the
Gujarati girl her father expects her to be. Breaking traditions by
speaking her mind and forging her own path, Rani's strength and
confidence build through her raps, which she keeps secret in a
journal. When word gets out about Rani's skills, she gets invited to
join a local rap group and the world may finally get to see the real
Rani- in full effect.

Near the end of World War II, refugees are fleeing from the Russian
army, hoping to board the Wilhelm Gustloff, a German military
transport ship, and get to freedom and safety. The four main
characters are among those refugees, and each has a secret they
are hiding.

After Ethan’s father dies, he finds a book that was sent to his father
under mysterious circumstances. He tries to unravel the mystery
around the book and his grandfather and a seemingly haunted island.

Dill, Lydia, and Travis cling to each other their senior year of high
school as they dream of escaping their small-town living that is full
of brutality, secrets, and fears.

